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Tehnical Specifications:
Yacht category: gulet, ketch 
Base: Dubrovnik 
Year of production: 2008; refit 2017/2020 
Cabins: 6 (1 master and 5 double cabins) 
Guests capacity: 12+1 
Crew: 3 cabins, 2 bathrooms 
Length over all: 32 m 
Width: 7.2 m 
Beam: 2.8 m 
Engine: 2 x 270 HP Volvo Penta 
Generators: 2 x 27 kW Onan generator 
Max speed: 12 knots
Superstructure: Epoxy laminated Sapelli Mahog-
any 
Hull: Epoxy fiber coated hull 
Cabin deck floor: carpet 
Saloon deck floor: carpet 
Sundeck floor: teak 
Shipyard: Fethiye, Turkey



Gulet Vivere is 26 meter long and even 7.2m wide gulet 

with a classic line and modern design. It was built in 

Turkey in 2008 and refitted in 2017, but in 2020 it’s also 

getting some improvements. It was built in Turkey in 2008 

and refitted in 2017, but in 2020 it’s also getting some 

improvements. Vivere can accommodate up to 12+1 guests 

in 6 cabins. It has 1 master cabin and 5 double cabins. The 

saloon of 30m2 is very spacious and great to accommodate 

12 guests dining inside in case of bad weather. There is a big 

table on the aft deck that can also accommodate 12 guests 

comfortably and a SAT LED TV. In case of bad weather the 

back seating area can be closed with a transparent sheet 

so the guests can comfortably spend time outside. The 

kitchen galley is below deck and it is fully equipped with full 

stainless steel professional equipment. This gulet also offers 

a big sundeck with a sunbed for each guest. There is a SAT 

LED TV in the aft deck area, a bar with beverage coolers, 

a sink, bottle stands and glasses. Vivere has the complete 

safety equipment, it also has a CO2 fire fighting system 

and smoke detectors. Vivere is very well equipped so it 

has double steering, Garmin navigation, Simrad radar, two 

engines, bow thruster, two generators, autopilot, compass, 

EPIRB and Sart equipment, AIS tracking system via Marine 

Traffic application, video surveillance of the engine room 

from the cockpit and a satellite dish. In conclusion you will 

feel extremely safe on your vacation on this gulet. 

 

Wait until you realize that Vivere has 3 brand new sails in 

function with roll system furling and a total area of 290m2. 

You can only imagine what a wonderful experience it is 

sailing on this beauty



Leisure equipment:

Tender boat: Predator Avantgarde 5.7m with outBoard engine Yamaha 200HP

2x SUP

Snorkeling equipment

Water ski

Donut

2x kayak

Amateur fishing equipment

WiFi

Board games, cards



MAIN deck



Sailing experience

Fantastic indoor and outdoor spaces

Warm and welcoming atmosphere 

34m2 Fly Deck

HIGHLIGHTS





Salon areas















LAYOUT

5 Double Cabins 
Cabin with double bed.

Private bathroom with shower box and home toilet.

1 Master Cabin
Cabin with double bed and one extra single bed.  

Private bathroom with shower box and home toilet.
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